MEETINGS
MODERNIZED

MEETINGS REIMAGINED FOR
THE FUTURE OF COLLABORATION
Meetings are central to business. They have rooted themselves in our daily
work routines and sometimes they take on a life of their own – we all have
those stories! Truly great meetings occur with technology that is ultra-fast,
unfathomably easy and insanely reliable. Unfortunately, meetings in the “truly
great” category tend to make up the minority of our experiences. But that’s
what we’re here for.

We modernized meetings with a fully redesigned interface and intuitive
session controls, to boost your productivity. Features like commuter mode and
simplified scheduling match the present-day workstyle, giving your team the
confidence to meet anytime, anywhere.
We revolutionized the way your team collaborates with the ability to join
crystal clear audio and video meetings 65% faster. Not only is it faster to
join, but we’ve added features that will save time and transform your team’s
efficiency, like automated meeting notes and action items.
We’ll futurize your business with innovative technology that is scalable and
affordable, plus it’s easy to deploy and manage. With new ecommerce pricing,
bundle offers and enterprise discounts, GoToMeeting is best way to prepare
your business for whatever challenges may come in the future.
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The technologies that power your business today are
changing at a rate that’s hard to keep up with.
You have to be faster, smarter and more agile than ever before. Pair that
with an influx of Millennial and Gen-Z workers joining your company and
your teams. They’re resetting expectations, and it’s no longer enough to
provide the tools to do a job from 9 to 5 in the office.
Companies need to provide the right technology to let people work
how, where and when they want. Work must be frictionless, flexible and
accessible across an increasing number of devices, spaces and contexts.
Even with all these changes in the modern workforce, meetings remain
central to productivity.
Meetings are where decisions are made, relationships are built and business
results are delivered. As a leader in this dynamic space for more than 15 years,
we’re committed to driving innovation for meetings in this changing landscape.
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INTRODUCING THE NEW
GOTOMEETING

3,000 CUSTOMERS spoken with

140 INTERVIEWS conducted

500 BETA TESTERS enrolled
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Since 2004, we’ve been squarely focused on building the
best possible meeting experience for our users. Now, with an
extensive series of updates, we've created a modern platform
built by our users, for our users.

WHAT'S NEW WITH
GOTOMEETING?
The new GoToMeeting delivers a flawless, engaging
experience that’s moving your business into the future
every step of the way – from scheduling to follow-up.
Designed with you in mind
Shaped by thousands of customer conversations, meetings are seamless with
intuitive in-session controls.
Faster than ever
Joining a meeting is now 65% faster than before. Save time and get right to
the point, so you can meet up and collaborate quickly.
Unmatched audio clarity
Noise suppression and PSTN wideband make remote conversations sound
like everyone’s in the same room.
Consistent across endpoints
Whether you’re on a PC, MacBook or Android or iPhone, your experience
will be the same.
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Streamlined
The all-new “Hub” is your one-stop-shop for scheduling, sharing content and
communicating via chat.
Enables stronger relationships
Our video-first approach makes meetings more personal, so you can drive
stronger connections with your peers.
Enterprise-ready
Customized branding gives your personal meeting room a professional look –
perfect for those big meetings with external stakeholders.
Boosts post-meeting productivity
Our Smart Meeting Assistant – complete with notes, action items and
highlights – ensures you’re not wasting time on mundane tasks.
Easy provisioning
Leverage the Account Directory Connector to roll out feature sets to certain
groups of employees with customized emails.

RESPECTED BY
EXPERTS AND LOVED
BY CUSTOMERS
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GoToMeeting has helped hundreds of thousands of customers
modernize their meetings and revolutionize their collaboration.
By analyzing our customers wants and needs, we’ve released smarter features
for smarter meetings. We know that successful remote collaboration begins
with a purpose-built foundation, and we've made it our mission to ensure you
have a seamless experience 100% of the time.

Most Popular Web
Conferencing Software

A Customers' Choice for
Meeting Solutions

Capterra 2018 Report

Gartner 2018 Peer Insights

Magic Quadrant Meeting
Solutions Leader

Web & Video Conferencing
Globe Leader

Gartner 2019

Aragon Research

PARTNERING
WITH GOTO
When the success of your business is on the line, you want to partner with a
stable, proven company that has an undeniable track record of success. In our
15-year history, we’ve seen a lot of startups come and go. But as a publicly
traded, time-tested company, you can count on GoToMeeting to be your
partner for the long haul.

And it doesn't stop there: GoToMeeting is part of the GoTo
Suite of industry-leading collaboration solutions that deliver
the ease and simplicity of a single vendor.
For more information or to try GoToMeeting, visit GoToMeeting.com/new
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